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PO Box 1601
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Cinema Complex
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Find us on Facebook
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Field Team 1
Playgroup Leader
Georgia Leatham
Playgroup Support Assistant
Kate Corney

Administration
Royelene Hill
Hours: Mon Tues. Wed. 8 to 2pm
Field Team 2
Playgroup Leader
Leith Russell
Playgroup Support Assistant
David Bussenschutt

Ben Hockey / Tanami Downs Station
Kewulyi / Roper Valley

Nathan Hockey / Tanami Downs Stn.

Pigeon Hole Community

Suplejack Station
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Katherine Isolated Children’s Service
2015 - Contact Details
Program Coordinator

Staff

Admin Assistant

Gill Russell
Ph:
89 710 196
Fax:
89 721 012
Email: coordinator@kics.org.au

Royelene Hill
Ph:
89 710 196
Fax:
89 721 012
Email: kics@bigpond.com

Field Team One

Field Team Two

Georgia Leatham & Kate Corney
Email: fieldteam1@kics.org.au

Chairperson

Amanda Murphy (Tossa) Kalala Stn..
Ph:
89 759 941
Fax:
89 759 977
Email: tossa.amanda@bigpond.com

Secretary

Renee Rippon (Matt) Pigeon Hole Stn.
Ph:
89 750 786
Fax:
89 750 814
Email: rippons@reachnet.com.au

Katherine School of the Air Rep.

Leith Russell & David Bussenschutt
Email: fieldteam2@kics.org.au

Board Members
Vice Chairperson

Mel Gatty (Brad) Mt McMin Stn
Ph:
89 754 622
Fax:
Email: bradmel_89@hotmail.com

Treasurer

Lulu Nilsson (Cameron Heeb) Kidman Springs .
Ph:
89 750 916
Fax:
Email: lulu.nilsson@live.com

ICPA Representative

Debra Wolhuter
Ph:
89 721 833
Fax:
89 723 651
Email: debra.wolhuter@ntschools.net

Georgia Underwood (Michael)
Ph:
89 750 775
Fax:
Email: riveren@bigpond.com

Indigenous Representative

Public-Officer

Patsy Barrett (Steve) Limmen Bight
Ph: 89 759 844
Fax:89 759 844
Email: limmenriver@gmail.com

Moira Lanzarin (Colin) Numul Numul Stn
Ph:
89 754 955
Fax:
89 754 966
Email: moira@coodardie.com.au

Parent Representatives
Emma Miller (Neil) Margaret Downs Stn.
Ph:
89 750 723
Fax:
89 750 686
Email: emmamiller2011@gmail.com

Shannyn Rummenie (Dan) Kalala Stn.
Ph:
0428 571 802
Fax:
Email: shannynjohnson@hotmail.com

Kaycie Malone (Jason) Kalala Stn.
Ph:
0447 031 066
Fax:
Email: kayciemalone@hotmail.com

Jacynta Coffey (Adam) Stapleton Stn.
Ph:
89 750 412
Fax:
89 750 478
Email: ajcoffey@hotmail.com

Haylie Hill (Chris) Brunette Downs Stn.
Ph:
89 644 660
Fax:
Email: chrisandhayliehill@hotmail.com

Cindy Mayfield (Jim) Humbert River Stn.
Ph:
89 750 817
Fax:
89 750 600
Email: humbertriver@pastoral.com
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Watch this space! We are looking at moving to new
premises to house KICS (all in one place) - storage,
vehicles, trailers, staff accommodation. In negotiation!

Hello Everyone

By this time home schoolrooms will be into the daily routine that keeps the little people at task and
the teacher busy! Be it Mum, Governess or educator all the best for a productive and enjoyable
year. We are all looking forward to a continuation of the ‘wet season’: may it be widespread and
fairly distributed when the monsoon finally arrives!
Gill and I have been busy oiling the rag and preparing the deck as we await the arrival of our new
team members Leith & Dave, Georgia & Kate: (see reports over page). Carmel and Col our very
capable previous Team 1 will also be joining us for a few weeks to help settle the new teams,
induction wise. Access and passable roads will determine our First Round Itinerary. Families will
be notified when the Itinerary is prepared. KICS has another eventful year planned as we prepare
to deliver our Playgroup and Parent Information service over an area encompassing 780,000 sq
km to approx. 80 destinations. Our year consists of: securing Government funding, fundraising,
preparing itineraries and programs, maintenance of vehicles and trailers, the care of and
upgrading of resources etc. which cultivates rolling out ‘education through play’ as we bring
playgroups to our many families scattered far and wide.
Please see the listing of our newly elected KICS Board in this issue. Reports tabled at the AGM in
December from our Coordinator Gill and our previous Field Team 1 Carmel and Col are included
in this newsletter. All AGM reports can be emailed on request. Once again we thank those people
who have continued on in positions and to those who are new. We appreciate your time and
commitment.
We have been busy unpacking new toys and resources secured with a donation from the Katherine
Branch of the Isolated Children’s Parents’ Association. (ICPA) and Landmark Magnat as well as
voucher bonus points from Toy sales gifted to us by the Mataranka Better Half Club. The new
resources at the beginning of the year will be well received. Our thanks once again to the support
from these entities.
Thank you for letting us know about new families in your area. This gives us the opportunity to
extend and offer our wonderful playgroup service to newcomers. Cheers from us all, Royelene
I found these old playgroup photos in the archives. I will find others and add them with each issue of the
Newsletter. ‘Bubbles’ at Willeroo Station in 2003 and ‘Playdough’ at Urapunga 2005.

Nathan River Ranger Station
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Coordinators Report – Annual General Meeting 9th December 2014
Welcome everyone. It has been a busy year this year with many changes. Firstly we welcomed Carmel and Col as Field
team 1. They have certainly made a great impact this year and by all accounts they have had a great time visiting everyone.
We also said good bye to Matt and Jenna, and they have definitely been missed by everyone as they are definitely part of
many conversations whenever KICS is mentioned. They are always thinking of new ideas for fundraising opportunities and
different ideas for KICS.
Recruitment this year has been a challenge as we advertised for a part time field team 2 in May and unfortunately did not
have any applications. After many discussions we employed Lynne and Edwina – and as positive and enthusiastic as they
started out as a team – it did not work. A lesson I learnt is that even with great references and the ability to do the job,
being able to work together as a team is one of the most important criteria for a KICS team.
With the opening of the Finch Café, I handed in my resignation as coordinator in August and advertised the position for 4
weeks. There were a couple of enquires but no applications, hence I am still coordinating, which has involved recruitment
for a new field team and the completion of reports, budgets and a Quality Improvement Plan. With the ups and downs of
the last couple of years, KICS would not be where it is without the hard work and dedication of Mrs Hill. Royelene is an
amazing asset for KICS and has kept us all on track. I could not have finished this year without her help.
One thing that has become apparent to me this year as coordinator is that it is all about field teams being on the road and
delivering playgroups – and there seems to be an increasing demand for KICS teams at camp draft, ladies days and general
meetings. With this in mind I have worked towards ensuring that there are enough funds for two full time KICS teams.
I approached the Department of Education for further funding and was fortunate enough to be allocated $130,000 additional
funds - $100,000 for the purchase of a vehicle and $30,000 for resources and staff development.
On a more positive note, we have had a great year fundraising. The clearing sale raised over $1700 at the end of 2013 and
the book fair raised over $1000, with KICS receiving 30% commission. KICS was also very fortunate to receive $5000
from ICPA and Landmark Magnat. These funds will be put towards new resources for playgroups. This year KICS are also
the beneficiaries of the Mataranka Better Half Club toy sale. So thank you to everyone for your support, this year has been
fantastic.
Gill Russell

Field Team 1 Report - AGM 2014
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to experience all that KICS has to offer for the past 9 months. We have enjoyed it
immensely, unfortunately we have decided not to return next year. We believe we put in 100% at all playgroups be it
communities or stations and did our best to bring new ideas and experiences to all involved.
During the year we have visited 3 new communities for the first time with 2 of these—Kewulyi (Roper Valley) and
Werenbun (Edith Falls) - being involved with Katherine School of the Air.
We found the ARB rooftop tent very comfortable and accessible taking only 5-10 minutes to set up and 10-15 minutes to
pack up. The total vehicle package was very comfortable overall with no discomfort felt after long hours on the road.
The current trailer setup works well with all equipment easily reached from either side without overexertion or
overextension. The floor height allows for easy loading and unloading of equipment for playgroup sessions—even for
someone vertically challenged like myself!
The fridge setup in the trailer provided ample room for our food while out bush and the storage in the front of the trailer
allowed us to house all our cooking gear as well as spare parts, bottled water and maintenance equipment.
We are going to miss the kids that we did playgroup with as well as Gill who we found to be a very competent, dedicated
boss who is very easy to get along with—can make a good coffee—and especially Royelene who is a wealth of knowledge
about the NT and who we believe is the heart and soul of KICS.

Carmel & Colin Coutts
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Field Teams reporting...
Team 1
We’re Kate Corney and Georgia Leatham and we are so excited to be joining the KICS team in 2015. Our
friendship first blossomed in 2013 at a self-serve checkout at Coles Kununurra whilst we were both governesses
through Katherine School of the Air. We instantly bonded over our love and struggles raising poddy calves.
Since then we have had many great adventures and look forward to taking on the KICS challenge together.
Kate hails from a rural background in the small North Western Queensland town of Hughenden. For the past four
years she has been a governess with the last two years working for the Andrews’ family in the Northern Territory.
Kate has a passion for animals, enjoys the odd bit of fishing and camping and loves to have a laugh.
Georgia grew up on farms in Tasmania and Victoria, and has a varied past of travelling, nannying, governessing
and most recently running her own Family Day Care business in Launceston. Georgia enjoys good food, sewing
and getting out and exploring new places.
Together, with our rural upbringing, background in education and care and our pretty fantastic senses of humour
we make an awesome duo that is ready to take on the KICS team role. We are looking forward to getting out and
working with the families we have already been lucky enough to meet and getting to know the rest of you!
See you soon!
Georgia & Kate

A warm welcome to
our new KICS Teams
Leith & Dave,
Georgia & Kate!
Team 2
We were excited when we heard of the KICS job and the opportunities it presents. We are David and Leith, and are
travelling up from Wagga with our dog in an old Land Rover (that was Dave's idea). Dave likes to keep vehicles
running well. Leith likes to draw and keep a sketchbook of our travels. We have put our Handyman/Gardening
business on hold. Before that we were sheep farmers in southern NSW, and fortunate enough to have travelled over
a lot of Australia. Along the way we have visited some of our grandchildren, and are looking
forward to seeing more of the two in Katherine.
What do we look forward to most?
Meeting all the little children and all the
KICS people.
Camping in amazing places.
Having a taste of life in the Territory.
We look forward to meeting you all!
Leith & Dave
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The Very Special Birthday List...
02/02/2011
07/02/2006
07/02/2007
11/02/2012
13/02/2008
14/02/2011
19/02/2012
23/02/2010
23/02/2006
24/02/2007
25/02/2009
26/02/2003

February

Tamati Tareha
Georgia Dakin
Samantha Richards
Aslin Dixon
Larren Cook
Alexandria Underwood
Issabella Heeb
Ian Andrews
Luke Pearson
Steven (Wobbles) Craig
Daequan Boddington
Devina Hall

April
01/04/2009
03/04/2003
07/04/2005
09/04/2009
10/04/2006
13/04/2003
19/04/2008
19/04/2004
20/04/2011
20/04/2009
22/04/2008
23/04/2009
24/04/2008
24/04/2003
27/04/2004
27/04/2006
28/04/2008

Nathan Richter
Jaclyn Dakin
Lilly Beebee
Mia Loirmer
Charlotte Armstrong
James Sullivan
Archie Howard
Thomas Venturin
Cory Horrigan
John Farley
Emley Jones
Eli Hockey
Evelyn James
Thomas Shepherd
Brodie Craig
Milton Jones
Summer Krebs

03/03/2010
03/03/2010
06/03/2014
07/03/2010
10/03/2010
11/03/2010
12/03/2013
12/03/2004
13/03/2014
14/03/2012
16/03/2007
17/03/2007
23/03/2013
25/03/2004
28/03/2008
29/03/2011
31/03/2009
31/03/2008

March

Ella Howard
Zoe Howard
Jack Murphy
Jessie Miller
Matthew Slater
Pramika Ekert
Aaron Andrews
Claire Stockwell
Romaine Dixon
Isaac Hockey
Isaac Blackstone
Taylen Campbell
Harley Rummenie
Jack Bowman
Becky Miller
William Coffey
Kandence Kruckow
Thomas Rachor

Thank you Ben and Nathan Hockey

from Tanami Downs Station for sending in the
great photos showing us your birthday books.
Also, thank you for letting us use them in our
photo spread on the front page of the
Newsletter.

K.I.C.S is proudly funded by:
The Federal Department of Education,
(Out of the former) Dept. Education Employment and Workplace Relations.

I’ve learned... that children are the best teachers of creativity, persistence and unconditional love.
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From Maggie Dent’s web site ... Something we don’t talk about much anymore is that children are
born with a certain temperament. I call the temperament spectrum ‘ the rooster and lamb continuum’.
Imagine the cartoon character Linus
(from the ‘Peanuts’ comic strip); he
would be a lamb. Lambs are generally
quieter children, more accommodating
and content with life. They make us
look like fantastic parents.
Then imagine Dennis the Menace; he
would be a rooster. Roosters are often
loud, strong willed and full of beans.
Roosters’ parents frequently feel like
we’re doing a terrible job.

whether that be through sport, fishing,
bike riding or even in creative pursuits
such as dance or music.

become stronger and more resilient.
Never force a lamb to do something
they are reluctant to do.

One annoying trait of roosters is that
they tend to question your parenting often. This can cause angst, especially
if you have expectations that children
are meant to do as they are told or be
seen and not heard. If you can, bear in
mind that this questioning is not because
your child wants to annoy you. Rather
it is because they are seeking
clarification of the choices you are
making on their behalf.

Often children born with a lamb
temperament have the deep seated
desire to help others, whether they are
animals or people. They have a natural
degree of empathy from an early age
and can sometimes become worried
when things happen, even across the
world. It is important to be mindful of
the media that lambs are exposed to.
They are easily scared and sometimes
moments of terror can be etched into
their memories for ever.

ROOSTERS
If most nights you collapse on your
couch from exhaustion because of the
high energy levels of one of your
Ironically, if we want our children to
children, you most likely have a rooster. grow up and value themselves and their
choices, and to encourage selfTypical rooster characteristics include: assertiveness, we need to value and
respect their needs and wishes by really
·
independent
hearing them.
·
stubborn
·
argumentative
LAMBS
Some of the characteristics of lambs are:
·
selfish
·
sensitive to discipline
·
power driven
·
sleepy
·
self-important
·
distress easily
·
dislike sharing
·
dislike loud noises
·
impatient and impulsive
·
like solo time
·
fast learning
·
withdrawing
·
angry
·
shy
·
entertaining
·
struggle with large social
·
adventurous
situations
Roosters have a strong sense of their
·
patient
importance, a powerful character and
·
like routines
they can be highly spirited. A rooster is
·
easy going
not better or worse than a lamb—just
different. It is good to give roosters
small opportunities to develop
autonomy and independence, perhaps
allowing them to be your ‘special
helper’, so they feel important and
valued.
Parents who have children with rooster
tendencies need to invest time and
energy to build the ‘caring’ traits of
emotional awareness, empathy and
understanding before age five.
Otherwise these children will tend to
become dominant, bossy or even
bullying. This can cause problems
when building friendships.
Rooster children often love challenge,
change and adventure. They can get
excited when these opportunities occur
and can get frustrated if they have a
lamb sibling who struggles with the
same opportunities.
Give roosters plenty of opportunities to
diffuse energy—especially in nature -

Lambs can tend to be ‘slow to warm’ in
social situations. This means that even
with people they know they can take
awhile to be comfortable interacting.
Forcing children to connect or interact
before they have ‘warmed up’ can be
quite stressful and often make them
more fearful. The same goes for shy
children - slowly build confidence by
respecting their sensitive nature.
As lambs often lack personal courage
and confidence, it is important for
parents to help build these emotional
competences while they are under five if
possible. Lambs need extra time
building comforting patterns and
attachment, and they love regularity and
routine.
Encouraging them to take risks in their
play and learning, and ensuring you
build their capacity to be assertive and
capable socially, can really help lambs

Importantly, you should affirm and
encourage the caring side of their
nature while teaching them to be
careful not to be used by others.
A DELICATE BALANCE
Even though the role of temperament
has a big influence on parenting
choices, it is helpful to think of the
continuum as a guide to what
competences or qualities children need
to develop in order to be a blend of both
rooster and lamb traits.
In families, roosters and lambs can help
each other - the roosters can help
toughen up the lambs, and the lambs
help build sensitivity and gentleness in
the roosters.
The ability to have a calm, harmonious
home environment is determined by the
loving connection that the children feel
from their parents, and that
compassionate communication occurs
between everyone - whatever their
temperament.

MAGGIE DENT is an author,
educator and speaker dedicated to
quietly changing lives through
common-sense wisdom. She has
four adult sons and is the author of
five books including, the
forthcoming release, Nine Things:
A back-to-basics guide to calm,
common-sense, connected
parenting: birth - 8 yrs.
www.maggiedent.com
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Scholastic Book Club

Great for
Campdraft
campingSchool roomsPlaygroups

K.I.C.S
Indoor / Outdoor Waterproof Mats.
Made from 100% recycled
plastic.
Road tested by K.I.C.S
Playgroups.
1.8 x 3 m
$90 each

Also comes in green.
Reversible,
Foldable
Contact K.I.C.S 08 8971 0196
kics@bigpond.com

Issue 1 brochures have been
circulated. Orders need to be
in by 25th Feb.

Bring out the old clothes...!

Sale

K.I.C.S Tee-Shirts - $15
Sizes 00 to 14-generous fit.
Available in a range of colours.

Clearance Sale

K.I.C.S Adults Chambrey Shirts $10
It would be advisable to dress your
Long sleeve
children in old clothes when
Sizes M , L, XL
attending K.I.C.S Playgroups.
Adult polo shirts-sizes 18 to 5XL.
K.I.C.S use non - toxic paint for
(Great work shirts!) $ 10
art activities but cannot guarantee
that paint stains will wash out. We
have been advised that to work on
these stains you need to use warm
water without detergent.
Or, K.I.C.S colourful, cotton
T– Shirts @$15 ea would be the
K.I.C.S has a Face Book page. If you are
appropriate outfit when attending
into FB’ing then do a search for ‘K.I.C.S
our Playgroups. The K.I.C.S
and like our page.
Teams do carry a supply of these
T –shirts with them.
With a ‘Back to School’
Sizes O to 12
theme in mind ...

Check them out!

Lost Property
These items were found in the KICS
office after our AGM in December.
Let us know if they belong to you and we
will put them aside.

- 2 clear plastic drink bottles
- a pink spotty fabric hat
- multi coloured beach towel
- coral pink coloured girls shoes

A big THUMBS UP to Jason at
Town & Country Butchery
for his generous support to our
Family B-B-Q sausage sizzle at the
town pool on December 7th.
Great gesture! Great sausages!

New Fundraiser for 2015!
To purchase vegetable dye
powder in the primary colours,
Red - Blue - Yellow for the
home classroom can be
expensive. We will package
smaller amounts of the 3 colours
and include one of our new
updated Kid’s Recipes / Activity
Cards to compliment the kit. We
will be offering the kits as a fund
raiser for $5 each.
Watch this space!

I will not yell in class
and I will not throw
things and I will not
pinch or even hit and I
will not have a temper
tantrum and I must
always be a good example
to all the kids …
because
I am the teacher
… I am the teacher
… I am the teacher
… I am the teacher

Many Thanks Jason,
from K.I.C.S and all of the families who
attended the gathering.

Kids Recipe Sheets…$2 each
These sheets have a range of K.I.C.S tried,
tested and easy to make recipes - including
Play Dough, Slime and Finger Paint. They
come laminated to ensure they’ll handle
many play sessions.

We need to update our Client Data Base!
New additions to your family or new email addresses will need to be added:
also preferred Cluster Group/s etc.
Could you please find some spare time to
complete the 4 forms (last pages of this Newsletter)
and return by email, fax or post.
Thank You.
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K.I.C.S Cluster Groups
Could you please look over the Cluster grouping below and decide if you would like to be placed in other
clusters. In many cases some families are in travel distance of more than one cluster area, giving
the opportunity to attend extra playgroups. Please fill out this form and return ASAP.
If you are unsure of your cluster areas, please contact us.

Name:—————————————————————————————Station / Community:———————————————————————Preferred Cluster / Clusters:————————————————————-________________________________________________________________

Clusters
Barkly
Brunette
Daly Waters
Gorrie Loop
Heartbreak (Cape Crawford)
Limmen
Kalkaringi
Lajamanu
Riveren
Kununurra
WA Border
Timber Creek
Mataranka
Roper
Roper Valley
Ngukurr
Numbulwar
Top Springs
VRD
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Please return this form to a KICS Team or
by Email kics@bigpond.com - Fax- 89 721 012 or Post – PO Box 1601, Katherine. 0851

K.I.C.S CLIENT INFORMATION
QUESTIONNAIRE
We would like to ensure that our address database is up to date; we’d appreciate it if you could take a
moment to fill in the relevant information. You’re welcome to write commonly used nicknames if it seems
appropriate, just remember whatever you write we’ll put on the database. Thanks.
I realise some of you will have completed one of these at some stage, however could you please fill this one in,
so we can verify our records.
SURNAME
PARTNER’S NAME
Surname:
CHILD/RENS NAMES

GIVEN NAME

M
M
M
M
M
M

ABORIGINAL or TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER

F
F
F
F
F
F

Given Name:

Date _____________

Date of Birth
DOB
DOB
DOB
DOB
DOB
Yes

No

ARE ANY CHILDREN ENROLLED WITH KATHERINE SCHOOL OF THE AIR ?

Yes

No

COMMUNITY/STATION NAME
POSTAL ADDRESS

POST CODE
PHONE
FAX
EMAIL
Feel free to write additional comments or information below, Thanks.
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The K.I.C.S Web Site can be found at www.kics.org.au
Check it out!
Thanks to Mick Elligett from www.tropics.net.au for designing
this fabulous site for us.
We have a vast collection of photos from the K.I.C.S. Playgroup albums and would like to
give you the opportunity to browse through them by including them on our web site. This
would make the photos available for public viewing. We need your permission to place
your child’s photo on our web site and face book. The photos will not disclose personal
details (names etc.) other than the Playgroup venue and date.
There would also be occasions when K.I.C.S need visual material for broader publication
to promote the Service to a wider community eg. media articles and presentations at
Conferences.
Before K.I.C.S can go ahead with this we need you as parents or guardians to complete the
following form and return to us ASAP. If you have already completed a permission form
you would only need to do so again if you have new children to add.
Many thanks.
PERMISSION FOR USE OF VISUAL MATERIAL
I give approval for visual materials containing my children/family to be used
for the purpose of promoting K.I.C.S. to the wider community through our
web site, face book, media articles and children’s services conference
presentations.
Parent/s/Guardian Name:_______________________________________
Child/Children’s Name:________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Station/Community ___________________________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: _____________________________________
Date: _________________________
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K.I.C.S is a non profit organisation.
To enhance our funds and to enable us to purchase
resources we fundraise throughout the year.
The Scholastic Book Club is our ongoing fundraiser, raising credit
coupons to purchase books for our ever growing library.
We also sell Indoor/Outdoor waterproof mats, K.I.C.S Kid’s T-shirts,
adult polo and chambray shirts and Kid’s Fun Stuff recipe cards.
We have tried different fund
raising ideas over the years which have been well received.
Our end of the year Toy Catalogue Fundraiser gives families the
opportunity to shop for quality toys and
educational resources. K.I.C.S receive 20% on all orders placed
allowing us to purchase resources with the money earned.
In order to keep mailing costs at a minimum we need to ascertain
who is interested in receiving fundraising information
throughout the year.
Could you please take a moment and fill in the form below and
return at your earliest convenience.
Thank You.

I do

I don’t

wish to receive:

Book Club

I do

I don’t

wish to receive:

I do

I don’t

wish to receive: Information on other Fund raising
ventures as they arise.

Toy Catalogues

Name…………………………………………………………………………………….
Address………………………………………………………………………………….
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